News February 2019
Driving Down Emissions
In 2017 vehicle manufactures were put under the spotlight and a new way of testing
pollutant emission was lunched. This is called “Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure” (WLTP).

Instalcom’s new Toyota Hybrid fleet

To drive emissions down, Instalcom are placing a number of Hybrids into the car
fleet. These Hybrid vehicles are Toyota’s which use a parallel hybrid system. This
means they have a small petrol engine as well as an electric motor which are separate from each other. They also have a battery to store power from engine/foot braking and power not used from the engine. The power from the battery drives the electric motor when needed. One of our drivers is achieving 58mpg, which is higher
than many diesel fuelled cars. Before we added these cars to our fleet Instalcom’s
average CO2 was 125; we are now at an average 118 CO2. These vehicle are helping us to drive down Instalcom’s carbon foot-print, which is critical for reducing
fuel costs and for our future.

Recognition for Outstanding Work
SMBJv have advised us that their ‘Welder of the Month’ for Jan 2019 was Instalcom’s
Ioan Nap, who completed 91 welds, scored at 100% and received a £100 voucher as
congratulations for his great work!
As well as this, Peter Keeling was presented with a £100 voucher from Instalcom this
month for his outstanding service. This was following a handwritten letter from a 91
year old lady whom Peter assisted when the water in her house was broken on a road
that we were completing works on.
Thirdly we would like to send congratulations to Neil Glover and Simon Mitchell who
received outstanding praise from a client, Lanware, following a site visit where both
gentlemen were highly praised for their professionalism, ability and brilliance.
Lanware stated that they were stunned to receive such great service and determination
to resolve a complex route issue from a supplier.

Peter Keeling receiving his £100
Love2Shop voucher

Career Transition Partnership
On 14th February Instalcom attended our fourth external CTP Career Event, this time at the AJ Bell Stadium in Salford. CTP
is a partnership between the Ministry of Defence and Right Management Ltd, who are global career development and outplacement specialists. Instalcom have been working with CTP for over 1 year now to provide resettlement for those leaving
the Royal Navy, Army, Royal Air Force and Marines. We also hold our own internal, monthly events. We already have an
established record of successful resettlement support; with over 7% of our current workforce being ex-services personnel.
Alongside this, Instalcom have also signed the Armed Forces Covenant which is a promise that those who serve or have
served in the armed forces, and their families, are treated fairly by the Company.

Network Rail Telecom
Network Rail Telecom has awarded Instalcom a contract to design and build ‘on net’ fibre connections between their Head office facility and its lineside FTNx network at Milton Keynes.
The highways element of works commenced on 18 th February 2019 and involves the installation of
diverse 110mm duct routes between the Quadrant building ‘meet me’ chambers and the ‘hand off’
chambers to be installed at the railway boundary fence.
Approximately 50m of elevated cable containment (GRP on posts) is to be installed between the B leg
‘hand off’ chamber and the existing concrete cable route adjacent to the track. The trackside installation works will commence when the fibre design has been completed and accepted by the Network
Rail engineering team.
The fibre design is expected to be finalised within the coming weeks following a route tracing survey
within the Quadrant building on the night of 28/02/19. It is anticipated that a 48OF ZHLS cables will
be installed, terminated and tested between the new ODFs within the communications room in the
Quadrant building and the existing lineside Fixed Telecommunications Network Optical Fibre Joints.
Due to the location this is obviously an extremely high profile job for Instalcom and has been awarded
following successful delivery of the ‘A’ leg highway routes at Farnborough and Corsham.

Openreach
Instalcom have been undertaking Business and Commercial Delivery projects for Openreach since late 2017. The volume of work has been steadily increasing since the commencement of the contract and has now resulted in a field delivery team of 80 engineers
and a back office support staff of 16.
Business Installations are designed to provide point to point Ethernet services for business
customers, our engineers are faced with the daily challenges of working in central London
together with the unknown factors when allocating a route from the existing fibre network
into the customer’s premises. As a result of the hard work and determination of our engineers Instalcom are consistently able to provide Openreach with the required numbers of
weekly completions.
The second area of delivery is Fibre Cities; Openreach are building fibre to the premise
(FTTP) in 8 major cities across the UK. Instalcom are currently tasked with the design and
build of 45,000 homes in East London. The first 13,500 homes are on schedule for delivery
by the end of March as planned. Our works involve the survey, design and installation of
new fibre cable in the existing network plus all associated fibre splicing and testing. Civils
excavation works are required for the clearance of blockages. The final demarcation point
for our work is the installation of a CTP (Customer Termination Point) which are installed
above ground on poles or underground in the footway chambers. Openreach engineers then
take the fibre from this connection point and complete the final leg of the fibre installation
to the customer’s home. The Instalcom team have developed a delivery model that has
been recognised by Openreach and has resulted in the current contract being extended for
an additional year.

Current Vacancies
Instalcom currently have a number of vacancies available, full details of which can be found on the ‘Careers’ page of the company website. Please encourage any suitable candidates to apply for the following roles by submitting their CV to
cvs@instalcom.co.uk
Vacancy

Location

Requirements

Cable Pullers, Fibre Optic
Engineers

London, Essex, Reading, Previous experience is a bonus. Training can be provided for the right
Basingstoke, Slough
candidates

Accounts Assistant

Head Office

3-5 years Accounts exp. Knowledge of Sage Systems

Grab Drivers

London and South East

Clean HGV licence, grab qualifications, Streetworks Card

Fitter

Head Office

Ability to follow technical manuals/engineering diagrams

Lead Hand/Lead Ganger

London and South East

Experience in leading gangs, Streetworks & CSCS Card

Transport Admin

Head Office

Attention to detail. Written & verbal communication and organisational skills

Reinstatement Teams

London and South East

CPC Accreditation, Streetworks Card

Track & Box Teams

London and South East

Streetworks Card (with Operatives qual.) 7.5 tonne licence

If you would like a good news story relating to work, a charity activity or personal achievement to be considered for inclusion
within future company newsletters please contact Amber-Rose E: amber-rose.crossley@instalcom.co.uk Tel: 0208 731 4629

